
Tourism in Port Sunlight – A curse or a blessing?

The residents’ perspective



How does PSVT know how residents’ view tourism?

Through a variety of means, including:

• Formal feedback mechanisms

• Community consultation

• Anecdotes

• Observing behaviour

• Direct experience

• Informal conversations

“You don’t know what its like. You don’t 
live here!”



An overview of tourism today

• Focussed visitor offer restricted to 
the Diamond area

• Car parking and transport provision 
adequate 

• Visitors and residents have similar 
profile

• Audience mostly local and/or day 
trippers

• Village is a 4-5 hour visit, day-time 
only

• Level of location filming requests is 
manageable 



How does PSVT mitigate the impact?

• Careful management, including prescribed routes and 
a cap on the number of village-wide events

• Investment in a community engagement strategy 
including a dedicated officer, community venue, and 
programme of events/activities

• Participation is a core PSVT value

• Communication Communication Communication via 
traditional and digital routes

• Resident representation at Board level

• The original design of Port Sunlight helps, e.g. 
houses built in self-contained super-blocks

• Stakeholder engagement is essential, e.g. facilitating 
relationships and communication between the local 
planning authority and residents



Is tourism seen as a curse or a blessing by residents?

• We receive relatively few complaints about tourism

• Residents actively support events and location filming

• They love talking to visitors and are proud

• Sometimes residents say they feel observed by visitors

• Many residents are here because of tourism

• Residents’ familiarity with the site can be a risk to 
visitors

• Port Sunlight has always been a visitor destination

• Residents tell us they want more events, World 
Heritage Site Inscription, and a better visitor offer… 
BUT, do they understand the likely impact on the 
community?



Future challenges for PSVT (and residents!)

• As a small charity with a big mission, PSVT needs to 
generate more income

• Tourism has the most growth potential

• Our ambition is to develop the visitor offer, increase/ 
diversify visitors and increase our commercial 
activity 

• PSVT needs to understand and manage the impact. 
Careful planning is essential

• Resident buy-in and participation is critical. They 
need to be part of the decision-making process

• PSVT also needs to consider how residents can 
benefit from tourism, e.g. through enterprise and 
skills development



What are we doing to address these challenges?

• Undertaking a feasibility study for World Heritage Site 
Inscription to understand costs/benefits

• Commissioning a full residents’ survey to understand profile, 
and current/future needs

• Working on an investment strategy for PSVT’s heritage 
assets to support the development of the visitor offer and 
sustainability of the community, and piloting new uses of 
some of our public buildings

• Co-producing a new Soap gallery for families, phase 1 of an 
interpretive master plan

• Creating new volunteer opportunities for residents and the 
wider local community

• Piloting a contemporary collecting programme with 
volunteers and residents to capture visitor stories

• Talking to other company villages with similar challenges to 
share experiences and learning
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